AMS/FAST CHANGE REQUEST (CR) COVERSHEET

Change Request Number: 20-06
Date Received: 11/18/19
Title: Post-Implementation Review (PIR) Guidance and Document Template Updates

Initiator Name: Jaime Eley McDowney
Initiator Organization Name / Routing Code: Acquisition Oversight Branch, AAP-410
Initiator Phone: (202) 267-3013
ASAG Member Name: Irene Langweil
ASAG Member Phone: (202) 267-3338
Policy and Guidance: (check all that apply)
☐ Policy
☐ Procurement Guidance
☐ Real Estate Guidance
☐ Other Guidance
☐ Non-AMS Changes

Summary of Change:
Updated PIR guidance and associated document templates.

Reason for Change:
The PIR guidance and document templates were updated to correspond to changes and additions to the PIR process.

Development, Review, and Concurrence:
The proposed changes were prepared by AAP-410 and reviewed/concurred to by management and the PIR Council.

Target Audience:
AMS Workforce

Briefing Planned: Yes. AEB on 12/12/19 and ASAG on 12/17/19.

ASAG Responsibilities: ASAG electronically approved on 12/30/19.

Section / Text Location:
"Post-Implementation Review Guidance"
The redline version must be a comparison with the current published FAST version.

☐ I confirm I used the latest published version to create this change / redline

or

☐ This is new content


Attachments:
Redline and final PIR guidance documents
Redline and final PIR strategy, plan, and report templates

Other Files: N/A.